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• Energy Management
• Automated Demand Response 
• Emergency Power Management
• Load Study Avoidance
• Compliance Report Creation
• Distributed Generation Monitoring       

and Control

Energy efficiency AND 
operational resiliency.

Avise Insite provides a 
single system to do both.

TECHNOLOGY OVERVIEW

CRITICAL POWER AND ENERGY MANAGEMENT

For complex and critical facilities
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Visualize
real-time, one-
line operational 
and energy data 
with meaningful 

information 
engineered to give 
both holistic views, 

as well as equipment 
level results.

Avise InsiteTM solves big challenges 

in the world’s biggest facilities.  

Real-time operational and energy 

analytics combined with fully 

automated control processes 

provide value well beyond a 

simple dashboard.      

Analyze
energy trending and 
root cause analysis 

of power events 
in order to make 

educated, informed 
decisions and 

establish benchmarks 
and key performance 

indicators. 

Orchestrate
historically manual 
processes such as 
emergency system 
testing, compliance 

testing and reporting, 
and automated 

demand response via 
simple, configurable 

software.



TECHNOLOGY OVERVIEW

CRITICAL POWER AND ENERGY MANAGEMENT
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Blue Pillar’s Avise Insite provides organizations with a consolidated, 
user-friendly view of their electrical and mechanical equipment.

Blue Pillar Streamlines Energy Management

“After exploring the available technology, the Blue Pillar Avise® 
software was the only product capable of interfacing with all of our 
equipment assets.  And it does much more and costs less than 
other options.”

Visualize and control your 
facility operations including 
comprehensive WAGES energy 
monitoring, fully automated 
critical power management, 
and energy efficiency / demand 
response execution and 
validation. 

Leo Anderson, 
Appleton Medical Center

Live View
Avise Insite provides real-time equipment 
diagrams encompassing all types of 
facility utilities including water, gas, 
electric, steam, etc. Live views allow 
for easy visualization of network status 
and layout of core equipment while also 
providing the ability to drill down into 
specific equipment information directly 
from the Live View.

Operations
For operationally focused users, Avise 
Insite offers real-time information about 
the health and readiness of your facility 
systems while also providing immediate 
alarming, reporting, and tracking of events 
and issues as they happen. Additionally, 
Avise Insite provides access to information 
on any mobile phone or tablet - allowing 
you to stay connected to your facility from 
anywhere at anytime. 

Energy
Avise Insite provides comprehensive real-
time WAGES energy tracking and trending 
at the site, building, and even down to the 
circuit level. Whether using energy data to 
drive energy efficiency within your facility, 
monitor Demand Response participation, 
or simply allocate energy usage across 
departments or buildings — Avise Insite 
can provide critical information to reduce 
your energy spend.

Facility Data Visualization 
(WAGES, EPSS, HVAC)

Behavior Trending / Reporting Critical Power Management & 
Automated Compliance Testing 

and Reporting

Equipment Health, 
Loading, & Readiness 

Monitoring

Gain “insite” into 
your facility with 
Avise Insite. 


